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We as Satanists can defeat the enemy. You must know this beyond any doubt. 
The enemy tries to shit people that they will somehow cling on or whatever of 
that nature. This is a lie. Their so called "reign" is just as questionable and just as 
able to be destroyed as anything else.  You need to open up your mind and 
understand this. The enemy has tried and always tries to convince everyone that 
they  are  somehow  the  "ruling"  authority,  which  is  a  lie.  They  aren't  a  ruling 
authority,  they  are  a  slaver  authority  that  is  short  lived  and  only  lasted  few 
hundreds of years, while the cultures of all Gentile Races more or less lasted 
tens of thousands of years in their respective regions. The enemy knows how to 
rant and rave or show off, but they forget some things.

In fact though, the enemy is totally aware of their parasitic existence down here. 
There are things they never actually forget, as the days they were persecuted 
and chased off out of every town and every civilization. With the same unending 
hatred and awareness, they infiltrate and destroy our present time civilization. 
That’s why the jews show off so much, or try to convince us so hard. They know 
and remember that they are in the bottom of this chain of that which we call  
reality  and that  they are living trash,  full  of  diseases,  mental  and spiritual,  in 
actuality  the  real  slave  Race and  the  infidel  "Race".  They  aren't  part  of  this 
beautiful  world, so they try to morph this world into their disgusting image, so 
they can blend in. That’s why they have a fetish for trying to enslave anyone else. 
They are the inferiors and you need to understand this, but also comprehend it 
and get it across your brains. At the same time though, they are a supremely 
strong parasite. Supremely strong is an understatement, as more or less, they 
simply don't give up. To underestimate such beings would be a death wish. The 
jews rant and rave about all the Races they have brought to death over these 
hundreds of years, and this shows they are entirely aware of the Racial Warfare 
they are inciting and they are orchestrating. That’s why they are focused onto 
distracting people, making people overtly focused on the wrong directions and 
pay all their fortune in either hiding themselves or dismissing the Truth that they 
are the only and one SOURCE of any EVIL that plagues this world. They can 
only survive and thrive as people are ignorant of their existence, but nowadays 
this is impossible, thanks to WWW=666, which is of Satan and has served the 
Truth well.

The  enemy  knows  of  the  Greatness  of  our  Gods  and  the  Greatness  of  the 
Gentile peoples, all in their respective areas of expertise. They know this damn 
well. They know we have the capability to create a global peaceful community, 
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that we can explore the stars, live in the higher levels or whatever. But they also 
know, as they have studied, all human weakness. They are exploiting weakness. 
They  exploit  that  you  are  all  in  lies  and  chains  spiritually.  Satan  frees  us 
spiritually  and  this  is  why  they  want  to  "destroy  god"  as  they  state  in  their 
Talmudic books. This is their purpose. Without our Gods, in that time and age, 
there are few things that can be done. With our Gods, we can remember and 
reach  completion.  The  jews  force  people  to  understand  themselves  from an 
external reality, ie, define themselves through the system the kikes have created 
and are currently ruling. The Truth of the Blood is where their fear strikes this 
end, that’s why they always want to erase this.

When man looks within, no matter who or from what Gentile Race, they will see 
creation, bravery and Truth within them. They will see their ties to the Gods and 
start, even subconsciously, understanding how and why we are to the level we 
are and suffer as we suffer as peoples. These are Truths that countless books 
can’t explain. This is the importance of the inner Truth. The jew has committed so 
much  destruction  and  so  many  deathly  acts  towards  us  (proven  historically 
beyond doubt) and still commits everyday something to destroy us somehow and 
they KNOW they are on the guilty position. They are guilty. The jew is guilty. Like 
any  other  criminal  they  try  to  hide  the  trace  of  their  crimes  and they  are  in 
constant awareness that it can be revealed anytime, that’s why they try to force 
everything to where you can’t even remotely criticize them. That’s why they are 
paranoid,  schizophrenic  and  actively  work  to  destroy  everyone  who  even 
“speaks” against them. What does someone who is innocent have to hide? They 
are guilty when they force your people with their Abrahamic shits like a fatal virus 
injection, when they make people murder people for shit-paper, destroy whole 
countries through economic warfare,  when they kill  the souls of  people,  keep 
humanity down on a lower level by spiritual ignorance and fear, make people a 
purposeless clump of sole materialism and so forth. They laugh at this, but any 
time they laugh they are aware that this bubble can burst anytime, from any side.

You must start believing. The jew has taught disbelief through making people 
believe in nonsense and lies, towards a sick and evil  "god".  People then feel 
betrayed and do not “believe” any more. Through this, they lose a major power 
they  have,  which is  belief  or  faith.  Belief  or  Faith,  then becomes,  like  “god”, 
another  bastardized  and  destroyed  terminology  for  being  a  stupid  victim, 
betrayed and stabbed in the back by something that doesn’t  even exist.  This 
applies to the jewish “god”, because not only that shit is jewish, but it doesn’t 
exist. But, the True meaning behind words such as God, Faith and Belief are 
nothing in the jewish or xian light, but another jewish lie to keep you blind and 
hurt your Soul. In Satanism, these have real meaning. Satan works with us to 
restore the understanding of such things. They are in fact, very Sacred notions 
that  we  must  understand  through  a  Satanic  perspective,  which  is  the  True 



perspective. Words like Faith and Belief, while the enemy has bastardized, they 
have a whole another meaning, based on a real and True context. Faith doesn’t 
mean you believe in some psycho in the sky, or believe in something that you 
can figure out is a lie, or something totally against your sense of understanding. 
Faith  doesn’t  have  to  do  with  feeling  terrorized  by  some  higher  power,  or 
anything in this sick jewish enforced mentality.

The  jew  betrays  you  once  again  and  laughs  at  your  face!  They  leave  you 
standing there godless and alone, betrayed, without any higher power to look 
over  you,  without  anything  higher  than this  bullshit  reality  they have created. 
They truly, like in any other dealing they do, have swindled out of your EVERY 
right as a being. And they laugh…But they laugh only until you understand some 
things, and many people understand these by the day.

Faith means that you believe in something that has been proven to you beyond 
any reasonable doubt. Faith contains a heavy steak of logical understanding and 
even more than that. Logical, not in the sense of bastardized logic, but based 
upon your True feelings, understanding, cognitive ability and so forth, but also, 
common sense.  You need to start  having faith then.  Satan shows Himself  to 
people, no matter if they believe this or not.

Illusions have always had to do with “believing” in the enemy sense. Reality isn’t 
something you have to “believe” in that sense. Having something to believe in 
Truly, a True God that actually listens, and above all ANSWERS, is beautiful and 
so is faith. Faith is beautiful. Faith in that you will prevail, faith in yourself, faith in 
your judgment and in your God, whom you have returned to, our Father Satan. 
Because, why shouldn’t you, other than because the enemy forces you not to or 
lies about it? Satan shows blatantly that he is there, no matter if one “believes” or 
not. And this is because Satan is the Truth and the Truth exists.

You can win this war and help us win this war. We can and we will win this war. 
People need to  get  this  through their  heads and blindly  believe  it.  Not  as in 
“blindly” or without proof or reason, but blindly as in with total faith. We have the 
most  powerful  God there  is.  Our  only  limit  is  the limit  put  upon ourselves  in 
understanding this. The enemy knows this and that’s why they try to condition 
your mind and souls, EVERY-DAMN-SECOND-OF-YOUR-LIFE. They know you 
can become a God, sooner or later, in this life or in your next incarnation. It's only 
a matter of time. They have tried to destroy humanity completely, enslave it, they 
burned our books, desecrated our temples, bastardized our faiths and statues 
and still, we are here, clinging on, with their destruction being just around the 
corner.



Fate has twists,  right?  They simply can’t  get  rid  of  us or  defeat  us.  We just 
emerge  and  reemerge  without  any  effort  on  our  part.  They  have  tortured, 
destroyed,  desecrated  people,  they  have  done  all  they  physically  could  and 
STILL this Gentile Warrior spirit shows up. This is why they want to bastardize 
the Races, as to destroy these inherited qualities that could possibly make up the 
beings necessary to destroy them. The enemy wants to make us “goy” [Hebrew 
term for Gentiles, meaning cattle animals], animals without a Soul, with super low 
intelligence and level of existence. The jewish word for “golem” (these people 
made of mud, without any characteristic to define them, as toys) in Hebrew is 
GOY-LEM. The enemy states how they have created man out of mud and this 
ties in so you can understand what they want to get out of you. A supremely 
Stupid, docile, soulless slave that are only exists to do their will and serve your 
jewish master. This is all they want you to ever be, or, you will rot in “hell”. The 
“god” they introduced you too is also a rapist, which gives you two ways. You 
either stay there and “love him” (because “god” is such a psycho) or you burn 
eternally and get destroyed and punished. In other words, the jews want you to 
be a fool, believe in a rapist and psychotic god and also, be as problematic as 
you can ever be. The more, the better,  as this “god” loves the more wrecked 
people, slave people, with the top of the wreck level being the jews. The enemy 
stands for a man unworthy, a slave, a paranoid and filthy piece of shit that is 
dead within and without. Satanism strives for the exact opposite.

This  is  what  the enemy wants  of  humanity  to become and of  all  livestock to 
become. This is what they have tried to make out of you since the day you have 
opened your eyes to this world. This is the reason of the Race mixing agenda. 
People who aren’t mixed have better immunity, are healthier, are stronger and so 
forth, as nature has built the Races over time exactly for the reason to be free 
and survive better. Nature gets things to where people are more and more able 
to be free, mentally, physically and spiritually. No matter at which Race you see, 
you will see this. Nature makes Races always stronger, she forces matters to 
where everyone becomes better, so all people can be free. A debilitated body is 
a major obstacle to being free and the enemy knows this, that’s why they try to 
poison humanity as they do. Then the jews demand this to be destroyed, so they 
can rule over a docile mass of shits, upon which they are the only deserving 
masters. This isn’t to underestimate the enemy in anyway, as they are deadly at 
the very least. What I am saying is, stop underestimating yourself as well. Dare 
to become something better than you are now and put an end to this endless 
circle of crap the enemy is trying to force upon you. Do this as a favor to yourself.

We will  not  allow this.  We will  destroy  them spiritually  and bring them to the 
spiritual judgment of Satan. You must get this across your head, that Satan’s 
power  is  immense.  Yes,  we understand this  as  we go and advance,  but  the 
sooner, the better. Way more immense than what these kikes have ever told you 



it is. Also, your own powers are beyond what you can presently understand. You 
are a far better being that you can become. Our Gods will guide us to this. Yes, 
the process might be slower or quicker, but we all go as we go. You must not 
quit.  Quitting  shows  ultimate  failure  in  yourself,  which  isn’t  in  the  nature  of 
Gentiles to do. Giving yourself up like this is an invention of the kikes and the 
way those sold out to the enemy take, only to get destroyed later.

The term “Superman” or “Maha Siddha's" which relates to Aryans, but applies to 
every other Gentile  Race and anyone who devotes themselves to meditation, 
isn’t  only  Race  specific,  but  explains  what  we  all  become  after  Raising  the 
Serpent and becoming stronger and stronger through all means and practices. 
This applies to all Gentiles that deem themselves worthy. Satan doesn’t create 
unworthiness or disgust, or guilt, or looming darkness. He creates Nobility and 
Light and perfection. Satan is the spirit of everlasting perfection, through which 
Humanity perfects itself. It has always been that, Man’s Will to survive, strive and 
become better, for himself and for the whole. The enemy hates this. They hate 
this  with all  their  being.  They hate this  version of  “man”.  Man then becomes 
something that has absolutely no connection to present day degenerate mankind 
and this is in the blood of all Gentiles to do. The enemy knows this and does 
everything to keep people enslaved to anything, so nobody will be obligated to 
that.

For that reason, you must fight them, in your personal life, get what you want and 
you deserve, get where you want and you deserve, but also collectively, as in 
destroying  them spiritually  and  bringing  the  spiritual  retribution  of  Satan,  our 
Creator. Satan, and the enemy knows, has defeated “god”. “God” never even 
existed anyway, but since the jews refer to themselves as “god”, that’s that. He 
has defeated the enemy every inch of the way, because the enemy tried to erase 
Him in every way but failed in every way. Every day they suffer and they are in 
fear due to Satan. And Satan is us and every Gentile. Satan existed before they 
even  came  down  here,  Satan  existed  still  during  as  they  worked  their  filthy 
destruction, Satan will reign after and in every after. They know this and that’s 
why  they  refer  to  “goy”  as  the  “Seed  of  Satan”  or  “Souls  of  Satan”  in  their 
Rabbinical texts.

They know that inside every “goy” walking down the street there may be a hidden 
“dragon”  that  will  decide  to  spit  fire  and  destroy  all  this  disease  they  have 
created. So long the Gentile people exist, then the Dragon exists. They tried to 
burn them in the inquisition, but they still exist. They tried to outbreed them in the 
Middle Ages, they still exist. They try to poison them with their countless mental 
and physical  poisons,  still  he bears  on.  Aren’t  these signs of  an undefeated, 
eternal spirit? We have defeated the “jewish” god, so we have done to his whole 



“idea”.  For  that  reason  we must  keep on  with  the  Spiritual  Warfare  until  the 
enemy is utterly destroyed with their memory long gone.

"We will have to deal with Christianity in a tougher way than hitherto. We must 
settle  accounts  with this Christianity,  this greatest  of  plagues that  could have 
happened to us in our history, which has weakened us in every conflict. If our 
generation does not do it then it would I think drag on for a long time. We must  
overcome it within ourselves.“ – Heinrich Himmler

Give enough space to Satan, enough patience to yourself and your abilities and 
all will turn out fine. Trust in yourself and stay strong. Satanism is a lifetime trip 
and  as  the  Ancient  Greeks  stated,  the  hardest  of  all  is  to  know thyself.  To 
achieve this, is to achieve everything. This is a lifetime process. Patience, faith, 
perseverance and strength is the key.
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